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 GCSE Music – Styles of Music for longer answers – Typical Characteristics  

Baroque Music (Handel) 

 Use of a continuo 

 Harpsichord 

 Possibly a ground bass 

 Functional harmony 

 Use of strings/string based  

 Cello emphasises bass line 

 Could be homophonic or contrapuntal 

 If homophonic, will be syllabic 

 Could be melody and accompaniment 

 May be a pedal 

 Use of sequences  

 Use of ornamentation such as trills/mordents 

 Diatonic 

Classical Music (Orchestral Music by Haydn, 
Mozart, Beethoven) 

 Balanced/regular  phrasing – question and 
answer phrasing 

 Rhythmic emphasis in accompaniment 

 Melody and accompaniment texture 

 Melodic decoration 

 Melody often in violin 1 

 Simple harmony 

 Thematic development  

 Regular cadences/Clear Cadences 

 Diatonic harmonies and melodies  

 Strong use of primary chords 

 Mostly tonic and dominant chords 

 ‘Classical’ Orchestra 

 Woodwind instruments may be added for 
colour  

 Horns 

 Clear tonality established (Listen to see if it is 
Major/Minor) 

Listening Examples  
 Handel: Messiah: Thus saith the Lord of Hosts 

 Handel: Messiah: Hallelujah Chorus  

 Handel: Overture to the Oratorio of Solomon 

 Handel: The Arrival of the Queen of Sheba 

Listening Examples  
 Haydn: Symphony No 100 in G Major, ‘Military’ 

 Haydn Symphony No. 103 “Drum Roll” 1st 

Movement 

 Haydn: Trumpet Concerto in Eb   

 Mozart: Flute and harp Concerto in C, K299 

 Mozart: Symphony No 40  

Piano Music of Chopin and Liszt (Romantic) 

 Ornamentation/decoration 

 Use of chromaticism 

 Possibly conjunct melodies/scalic – LISTEN 

 Possibly triadic melodies – LISTEN 

 Dotted rhythms – LISTEN 

 Ostinato rhythms 

 Use of rubato 

 Use of sustained pedal 

 Use of expression 

 Using piano ability to bring out the melody 

 Using piano ability to use contrasting dynamics 

 Melody may swap between hands  

Late Romantic Period – Requiem 

 Melodic interest passed around the orchestra 

 Long melodic phrases 

 Chromatic harmony 

 Use of rubato 

 May use syncopation 

 May use orchestral techniques such as pizz  

 Use of expression 

 Varied dynamics  

 May hear an organ if sounds church like 

 May have ostinato patterns in accompaniment?   

 Possibly conjunct melodies/scalic – LISTEN 

 Possibly triadic melodies – LISTEN 

Listening Examples  
 Chopin: Nocturne Op 9 No 2 

 Chopin: Prelude Op. 28, No 15 Raindrop 

 Liszt: La Campanella  

 Liszt: Liebestraum   

Listening Examples  
 Faure: Requieme In Paradisum 

 Faure: Requiem Pie Jesu 

 Faure: Requiem Libera Me 

 

 

  



 

 

Broadway Musical 1950 - 1990 

 Repetitive melodic lines 

 Memorable melodies 

 Short phrases 

 Could have melodic decoration 

 Could be a vocal duet/ensemble 

Rock Music of the 60’s & 70’s 
 Regular rhythm 

 Steady 4 beat pattern – well established 

 Use of syncopation 

 Emphasis on beats 2 and 4 

 Melody and accompaniment  

 Could have driving rhythms in drum kit 

 Use of drum fills? 

 2/4, 4/4 

 Bass guitar/rhythm guitar/electric guitar (normally 3) 
drum kit 

 Major chords 

 Repetitive melodies  

 Short phrases  

 Limited vocal range 

 Memorable ‘hooks’ 

Listening Examples  

 Little Shop of Horrors: Suddenly Seymore 
 Phantom of the Opera: Wishing You Were 

Somehow Here again  

Listening Examples  
 Mud: Tiger Feet 

 Rolling Stones: Wild Horses 

 Status Quo: Rockin’ All Over the World  

 The Kinks: Days  
 The Small Faces: All or Nothing 

Pop Music since 1990 

 2/4 or 4/4 

 Repetitive melodic ideas 

 Relatively narrow melodic range 

 Mostly syllabic word setting  

 Texture usually builds up with addition of 

guitar, drums and bass 

 Simple, repetitive chord progressions 

 Melody and accompaniment 

 Vocals often in harmony 

 Catchy hook 

 May make use of technology – reverb, 
distortion etc  

 Clear harmonic progressions  

Blues Music 

 Blues notes/chromaticism 

 12 bar blues used to structure the music 

 Vocal melody has an AAB structure  

 Three Chords used 

 Chords follow the 12 bar blues pattern  

 Major chords throughout 

 Primary chords 

 Pitch bend 

 Melodic repetition 

 Short vocal phrases 

 Question and answer/call and response 

 Melody and accompaniment  

 Use of syncopation 

 Possible triplets 

 Improvised  

 Possible use of walking bass 

Listening Examples  
 Alicia Keys: A Woman’s Worth  

 Coldplay: A Rush of Blood to the Head 

 Florence and the Machine: Between Two Lungs 

Listening Examples  
 Muddy Waters: Hard Days Blues 

 Peral Dickinson: Little Rock Blues  

 Robert Johnson: Me and the Devil Blues 

Fusion incorporating Reggae/Caribbean Music 

 Percussion often used to open a piece 

 Off beat chords – skank rhythm, usually in 
guitar  

 Bass Riff usually on the bass guitar – bass guitar 
usually prominent 

 Syncopated melodies – sometimes starting 
after the first beat 

 4/4 time 

 Sometimes uses organ for chords 

 Uses two chords 

Fusion incorporating African Music  

 Syncopation 

 Bongo 

 A cappella 

 Harmony 

 Call and response 

Listening Examples  
 Bob Marley: One Love 

 Ethiopians: Train to Skaville 

 UB40: One in Ten 

Listening Examples  
 King’s Messengers Quartet: There’s Room 

Enough 



Contemporary Latin Music  

 4/4 time 

 Dance rhythm/cha cha 

 Syncopation 

 Ostinato/riff 

 Latin percussion instruments 
Conga/Maracas/Clave 

 Muted trumpets 

 Brass section 

 Vocal harmonies  

 Vocal sound effects  

 Call and response?  

 Use of backing vocals? 
 

Contemporary Folk music of the British Isles 

 Simple accompaniment 

 Acoustic guitar 

 String sound/violin 

 Banjo? 

 Accordian? 

 Backing vocals? 

 Vocal harmonies  

 Repetitive vocal lines 

 Irregular phrase lengths 

 Memorable Melody 

 Lots of stepwise movement  

 Relatively narrow range  

Listening Examples  
 Celia Cruz: Juancito Trucupey 

 La Sonora Matancera: Eso se hincha 

Listening Examples  
 Karine Polwart: Faultlines 

 Karine Polwart: King of Birds 

 Lady Maisery: A Father’s Lullaby 

 Mumford and Sons: The Cave 

Western Classical Since 1910  
 

 Could be largely consonant – LISTEN  

 Unexpected shift of harmony  

 May have some dissonance  

 May lack some clear cadences although some 
may be obvious 

 Fragmented melodic phrases 

 Independent use of instruments with many 
instrumental techniques used (pizz, tremolo, 
mutes) 

 Ornamentation 

 May have irregular rhythm  

 Individual instrumental timbres/solos – 
comment on the instruments you hear  

 

Western Classical since 1910 – Minimalist music of 
Adams, Reich and Riley 

 Repetitive 

 Note addition (slowly adding notes to patterns) 

 Lacking melody 

 Ostinato 

 Electric instruments  

 Lacks a sense of pulse 

 Overlapping rhythms 

  Layered texture 

 Contrapuntal texture 

 Syncopation 
 

Listening Examples  
 Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra: II Giuoco delle 

coppie 
 Britten: No.9 Spring Carol 
 Copland: Fanfare for the common man 
 Copland: The Quiet City 
 Copland: The Red Pony: Circus Music  
 Peter Maxwell Davies: Farewell to Stromness 
 Sir Malcom Arnold: Concerto for Guitar and 

Orchestra   
 Sir Malcom Arnold: Cornish Dance III Con moto 

e sempre senza parodia  
 Sir Malcolm Arnold: Four Scottish Dances, III 

Allegretto 
 Taverner: The Tyger 

Listening Examples  
 John Adams: Short Ride in a Fast Machine 
 Steve Reich: different Trains 
 Steve Reich:  New York Counterpoint   
 Terry Riley: A Rainbow in Curved Air 



Key Term Definition RAG 

Metre A regular pattern of beats indicated by the time signature. 

Time Signature Two numbers e.g. 4/4 at the start of a piece. The top number 
shows how many beats in each bar and the lower number 
shows what each beat is worth. 

 

Tempo The speed, usually expressed in Italian terms and/or a 
Metronome mark (classical music) or Beats Per Minute 
(popular music.) 

 

Largo Very slow.  

Adagio Slow.  

Andante Walking pace (on the slow side.)  

Moderato Moderate speed.  

Allegro Fast.  

Vivace Very fast/lively.  

Presto Very fast.  

Accelerando Gradually getting faster.  

Ritardando/Rallentando Getting slower.  

Allargando Getting slower and louder.  

Rubato Flexible time- the performer interprets the note values with 
some freedom. 

 

Simple Duple Two beats in the bar e.g. 2/4  

Simple Triple Three beats in the bar e.g. 3/4  

Simple Quadruple Four beats in the bar e.g. 4/4   

Compound Duple Time Two beats in the bar, each beat subdivided into three: ONE 
two three FOUR five six 

 

Regular Any time signature which doesn't change frequently.  

Irregular Frequently changing time signatures.  

Free No specific time signature.  

 



Key Term Definition RAG 

Rhythm The way different lengths of sound are combined to produce patterns in 
time. 

Augmentation Making the original note values longer- often double  

Diminution Making the original note values shorter- often half  

Hemiola A note tied over a bar line, often giving the effect of a 2 beat 
rhythm in a piece that is otherwise 3 beats in a bar. 

 

Cross Rhythm One rhythm played against another.  

Dotted Rhythm Sounds uneven. Long note followed by a short one  

Triplet Three notes in the time of two.  

Syncopation An accent on a weak beat, or no note on a strong beat. (off beat 
rhythm) 

 

Polyrhythm  Two or more different rhythms (often different time signatures) 
played at the same time. Common in African music. 

 

Bi-rhythm  Two (no more!) different rhythms played at the same time.  

Drum Fills  The fancy bits that the drummer plays to vary the basic beat. 
Often played every 8th of 16th bar. 

 

Ostinato Constantly repeated pattern, normally while other things 
happen on top.) 

 

 

 

 



Key Term Definition RAG 

Tonality Tonality means that the music belongs to a key. A typical answer to "What is 
the tonality?" would be "Major" or "Minor." 

Diatonic Staying within one key.  

Chromatic 1) Using notes which are not in the original key or 2) Moving 
frequently from key to key. 

 

Tonal In a key (Major/Minor.)  

Major Major keys tend to sound brighter than Minor keys.  

Minor Minor keys tend to sound sadder than Major keys.  

Modal 

 

A lot of modal music tends to pre-date major or minor, so the 
most likely modal music is folk music, or styles influenced by 
folk. 

 

 

Tonic to Dominant 
Modulation 

Eg C Major to G Major 

Moves to the 5th note of the scale  

 

Tonic to Subdominant 
Modulation 

Eg C major to F Major 

Moves to the 4th note of the scale  

 

Tonic to Relative 
Major Modulation 

Would start Minor then go Major Eg A Minor to C Major  

Tonic to Relative 
Minor Modulation 

Would start Major then go minor Eg C Major to A Minor  

Modulation Changing from one key to another.  

Tonic The original key.  

Dominant The 5th degree of the scale.  

Sub-dominant The 4th degree of the scale.  

Relative Major The Major key with the same number of sharps or flats as the 
Tonic (which was Minor.) 

 

Key Signature A set of sharps or flats placed at the beginning of the music to 
tell the performers which ones to use throughout the music. 
Saves putting lots of sharps and flats on the music. Music in 
Harmonic Minor or Melodic Minor Keys will also have 
accidentals during the piece to show the difference between 
them, and Major Keys. 

 

 

  

 



Key Term Definition RAG 

Harmony Harmony is when two or more notes of different pitch are sounded at the 
same time. It is usually though of as the notes that accompany a melody- or 
the chords. 

Consonant The notes blend together pleasantly.  

Dissonant The notes clash harshly with each other.  

Pedal  A persistent note, either sustained on instruments which are 
capable of holding a note or constantly repeated on instruments 
where the sound decays rapidly. 

Common answer to harmonic device  

 

Drone  Long held note (like pedal note) but associated with Folk and 
Indian music and two notes at once rather than one 

PLEASE NOTE – Pedal will be accepted even if a drone, but not the 
other way round! 

 

Imperfect Cadence Sounds unfinished.  Any chord to V (5)  

Interrupted Cadence Sounds unfinished and ends on a minor chord. 

Chord V (5) – VI (6) 

 

Perfect Cadence Sounds finished. Chord V (5) to I (1)  

Plagal Cadence Sounds finished and sounds like the phrase "Amen" in gospel 
choirs.  

Chord IV (4) – I (1) 

 

Tierce de Picardie 
Cadence 

In a perfect/plagal cadence of a piece in a minor key, the final 
chord (chord 1) is made major- by raising the 3rd. 

 

Major Chord 3 notes played together: The Root (letter name), a Major 3rd 
and Perfect 5th. Eg C, E, G 

 

Minor Chord 3 notes played together: The Root (letter name), a Minor 3rd 
and Perfect 5th. Eg C, E Flat, G 

 

Dominant 7th Chord 4 note chord: a Major chord built on the 5th degree of the scale, 
plus a Minor 7th.  Eg C, E, G, B flat 

 

 

 

 



Key Term Definition RAG 

Texture 
This describes how much is going on in the music at any one time. It is about the different 
ways instruments and/or voices are combined. 

Homophonic/Harmonic Moving in chords  (harmony)  

Melody with 
accompaniment 

Melody with chords accompanying.   

Polyphonic/Contrapunt
al 

Several melodies merged together to produce harmony.  

Imitative (Imitation)  A pattern of notes played first on one instrument or in one part, then 
repeated on another instrument or in another part. 

 

Canonic (Canon or 
"Round")  

Melody repeated in another part, a bar or two later.  

Layered Placing one melodic part on top of another, rather like 
polyphonic/contrapuntal but less strict.  Layers added gradually 

 

Unison All performers play or sing exactly the same notes.  

Harmony Performers sing or play together at different pitches, often in 3rds or 6ths.  

Octaves Instruments playing the same notes but an 8th apart.  Eg if violins and cellos 
were playing the same thing it would be in octaves due to the pitch of the 
instruments 

 

Monophonic Single melody line- no accompaniment. All in unison.  

Antiphonal One part echoing the other. A particular context is in Renaissance Vocal 
Church music, where one choir is on one side of the Church and a second 
choir is on the other side. 

 

Intervals within an 
Octave 

You must be able to identify these, take a look on BBC Bitesize 

 

 

 

 

 



Key Term Definition RAG 

Melody 
The tune! A single line of notes played one after the other. 

Conjunct Notes next to each other (i.e. like a scale.)  

Scalic Melody moving in a scale-like pattern. (C, D, E etc)  

Disjunct Notes not next to each other (i.e. not like a scale)- can sound like the 
melody is jumping around like a demented kangaroo! 

 

Triadic Melody outlining a chord  (C, E, G, C)  

Broken Chords Notes moving like a simple chord, up and down, (C,E,G,E,C)  

Arpeggio  Notes moving like a simple chord. (as above)  

Passing Note A note inserted between two main notes. C D E (D is the passing note)  

Blues Notes Flattened notes in blues and jazz, usually the 3rd, 5th or 7th degrees of 
the scale.  

 

Diatonic Melody staying in one key.  

Chromatic Melody using notes outside the original key.  

Pentatonic Melody using a 5-note scale (context often Oriental African or Folk.)  

Whole-tone Melody using a whole-tone scale i.e. a scale without semitones. 

 C, D, E, F#, G#, A# ) 

 

Modal Melody using a mode (context often Folk). There are many modes. The 
one you are likely to hear is Aeolian (flattened 7th degree of the scale.) 

 

Sequence  A pattern of notes repeated on the same instrument higher or lower 
(often just a step up or down.) 

 

Inversion  A phrase is played 'upside down., eg goes up instead of down or vice 
versa  

 

Slide/Portamento/Glissando  Slide from one note to another up or down a scale.  

Ornamentations Adding extra notes to decorate the melody.  

Mordent (Ornament) Play the note, the note above, the original note. (C, D, C)  

Turn (Ornament) Play the note, the note above, the original note, the note below, the 
original note. (eg C, D, C, B, C)  

 

Trill (Ornament) Rapidly and repeatedly play the note and the note above.  

Acciacatura A very short note played just before the main note. Sounds like a 
crushed note! 

 

Appoggiatura A note played just before the main note which takes half the value of the 
main note , like a leaning note (not herd very often in GCSE Music!) 

 

Ostinato  Constantly repeated pattern, normally while other things happen on 
top.) 

 

Riff  Similar to Ostinato, but in the context of popular music and jazz.  

 



Key Term Definition RAG 

Phrasing Performing musically, breathing or pausing in logical places to make the 
music flow well. Written as curved lines over the notes, usually 2 or 4 bars 
long. 

Articulation 

 

How to play notes e.g. Accents (<) to emphasise individual notes, staccato 
(.) above or below the notes- meaning the notes are detached, Tenuto ( _ ) 

over or under the notes- give extra weight to the note. 

 

Accent (<) Emphasising different notes  

Staccato 

(A dot placed   above 
or below the note) 

  

Tenuto Gives extra weight to the note but slightly detached  

Slur Notes joined together to create a smooth sound  

 

Key Term Definition RAG 

Dynamics 
How loud or quiet the music is. 

Fortissimo (ff) Very loud.  

Forte (f) Loud.  

Mezzo Forte (mf) Moderately loud.  

Mezzo Piano (mp) Moderately quiet.  

Piano (p) Quiet.  

Pianissimo (pp) Very quiet.  

Crescendo Gradually getting louder.  

Diminuendo Gradually getting quieter.  

Sforzando (Sfz) Accent on one note.  

 

 



Key Term Definition RAG 

Timbre The characteristic sound or 'tone-colour' of an instrument or voice i.e. the 
difference between say, a violin or a trumpet. 

Woodwind Piccolo, Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon, Saxophone.  

Brass In an Orchestra: French Horn, Trumpet, Trombone, Tuba. 

 In a Band: Cornet, Tenor Horn, Euphonium. 

 

Unpitched Percussion Bass Drum, Snare Drum, Tom Tom, Cymbals, Tambourine, Castanets, 
Shakers etc. 

 

Pitched Percussion Glockenspiel (metal), Vibraphone (metal), Xylophone (wooden), 
Mirimba (wooden), Timpani/Kettledrums. 

 

Strings Bowed: Violin, Viola, Cello, Double Bass. Plucked: Harp, Guitar, Lute, 
Banjo. 

 

Harpsichord Plucked string mechanism. Often has two manuals (keyboards). 
Particularly used in Baroque music. 

 

Organ Can be 'pipe' as found in churches, often with two or three manuals and 
a pedal board. Works by air but can also be electric. 

 

Synthesiser Creates sound electronically on a keyboard/computer. Synthesised 
strings etc  

 

Drum machine Produces drum sounds electronically. Can be played live or 
programmed. 

 

Orchestra Large group from all the families of instruments. Usual context: classical 
music 

 

Rock Band Electric guitar, bass guitar, drum kit- usually with vocals and sometimes 
with keyboards. 

 

Soprano Voice High female voice.  

Alto Voice Low female voice (sometimes called Contralto when solo.)  

Tenor Voice High male voice.  

Baritone Voice Middle male voice.  

Bass Voice Low male voice.  

Falsetto Voice Male voice singing artificially high.  

Chorus effect 
(Electronic) 

Individual sounds with roughly the same timbre but slightly different 
pitch are converged. Has a shimmering, rich quality. 

 

Delay (Electronic) A sound is recorded and then played back a bit later, often multiple 
times, producing an echo like effect. 

 

Distortion (Electronic) Modifying sound so that it sounds distorted, usually applied to guitars in 
the heavy metal context. 

 

Flanger (Electronic) An effect created by feeding part of a delayed sound back into the 
original sound: it becomes like a sweeping or 'swooshing' sound. 

 



Pitch bend Pulling a note slightly higher or lower, often done on synthesizers 
or electric guitars. 

 

Arco  With the bow (on a string instrument.)  

Pizzicato  Plucked (string instrument.)  

Con sordino  With the mute. (Strings and Brass can be muted.)  

Double Stopping  Playing two notes at the same time on a string instrument.  

Tremolo/Tremolando  Rapidly repeating one note or rapidly alternating two notes.  

 

 



Key Term Definition RAG 

Structure and 
Form 

These are words that describe the way musical ideas are arranged and 
ordered in a composition. 

Binary form Music in a structure consisting of two sections, each being played twice. So it has a 
structure of AABB Section A usually goes from Tonic to dominant/relative minor, Section B 
goes through other keys and then back to the Tonic 

 

Ternary form Music in a structure consisting of three sections, where the first and third sections are 
musically identical (or nearly so) and the second/middle section contrasts to these sections 
in some way. 

 

Call and response One part leads, the others play or sing a balancing phrase (common in African music.)  

Rondo A piece of music in which a refrain is repeated between episodes ABACA etc.  

Theme and Variations Simple theme that is then varied when played again several times.  

Arch-shape 

 

The music develops towards the middle of the piece before returning to the material of 
the opening. ABCBA 

 

Minuet and Trio A piece of music split into three sections, the first and third sections are called the Minuet 
and are musically identical. The second/middle section is called the trio and slightly 
contrasts the Minuet sections. Both the Minuet and Trio are 3 beats in a bar. 

 

Scherzo and Trio Faster version of Minuet and Trio (music split into 3 sections. 1st and 3rd sections identical 
and called the Scherzo sections. 2nd section different and called Trio section). Not 
necessarily 3 beats in a bar. 

 

Strophic Each verse of a song has the same melody.  

Through-composed Each verse of a song has a different melody, enabling the composer to be sensitive to the 
meaning of the words. 

 

Da-capo aria A song ('aria') usually in an opera or oratorio, in Ternary form. Da Capo means to go back 
to the beginning! 

 

Cyclic Repeating sections- i.e. going round in circles. Similar to loops but applied to longer 
sections. 

 

Ground Bass Repeating bass line over which the melody/melodies are composed. Heard in Baroque 
Music 

 

Continuo The name given to the combination of keyboard instrument (usually harpsichord) and bass 
instrument (usually cello), which provide the ‘continuity’ i.e., fill in any missing harmony 
(common in Baroque music). 

 

Cadenza A solo section in a concerto where the soloist plays difficult, showy music. Near the end of 
the first movement in a conventional concerto. 

 

Verse 

 

Part of a song where the words are usually different each time. 

. 

 

Chorus Part of a song where the words are usually the same each time. This section usually 
contains the hook 

 

Middle Eight A section traditionally of 8 bars inserted in a song to provide contrast (sometimes called 
the Bridge.) 

 

Symmetrical 8 bar phrases 8 bar phrases that balance each other exactly.  

Hook A short catchy musical phrase designed to stay in the listener's memory. (Lucy in the Sky 
with Diamonds!) 

 

Intro The introduction (often purely instrumental.)  

Outro The final section of a song. It is often a Coda (fade-out.)  

 



 


